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What is the
Internet of People?

An Internet of People.
Liberated.

What is
Libertaria?

The Internet of People adds its own blockchain, to-

Internet of People is so much more than just tech-

Libertaria is creating technology for a decentralized

ken and governance tools to Libertaria technology

nology. It’s a global community and entrepreneur-

world. Our cutting-edge software and hardware al-

to create the first true global decentralized society.

ship project that has already transformed the lives

low people to connect and transact directly, safely

of people from some of the world’s most unstable

and privately while keeping full control of their data.

countries.

We’re developing tools to connect communities and

Our powerful person-to-person technology allows
you to communicate, do business and use familiar
apps without losing control of your private data.

create local economies, providing an alternative for
And unlike other cryptocurrencies, IoP’s unique

people seeking a fairer, more decentralized, freer

global Chapter system rations mining, reducing en-

world.

It’s internet for the people, by the people, with no

ergy use and allowing everyone to participate fairly.

unwanted middlemen.

Wherever and whoever you are, we’re always looking for likeminded people to join our community and
help it thrive.
Libertaria is the only project building the whole de-

Middleman-Server
e.g. Facebook, Airbnb
Wigly, Uber

centralization stack. Everything from our innovative

Person-to-Person
No middlemen!

Mercury peer-to-peer network, communications and

Join the Community

dApps layer to Hydra, a new type of blockchain protocol. Our TitaniaOS gives everyone easy access to
a plug-and-play network node for safe and private
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access to the network.

https://discord.gg/xENSXwk

Libertaria is open source and free for everyone to

https://twitter.com/IoP_Community

use. We particularly invite like-minded projects to

https://reddit.com/r/IoP_Community

dApps for TitaniaOS.

https://t.me/IoPofficial

use our protocols and techstack and develop new

